DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
REQUEST FOR RESUMES
N00B8400059

QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES #1

QUESTION 1: Are there any incumbent for this position? If yes, how many?
RESPONSE: This is a new procurement request with no incumbent.

QUESTION 2: During the CATS+ procurement that we were awarded #060B2490023-2016, there was no Labor Category for Senior Project Manager. The job description for the required Senior Project Manager seems to combine the descriptions used for the Project Manager and Senior Information Engineer. Is the State of Maryland adding this new category (Sr. Project Manager) or is the intent to allow bidders to pick the labor rates which closely equate to the job description?

RESPONSE: The Project Manager being requested this RFR matches the description of the CATS+ Labor Category for a Project Manager. However, there is emphasis on the specialized and preferred experiences and education, which is used to demonstrate the additional or more senior responsibilities and duties that will be required of the Project Manager.
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